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ABSTRACT
APSTRACT
ffl
L

DA Y SAINT FATHERS OF CHILDREN WITH SPECIAL NEEDS
DAY
LATTER
LATTERDAY
LATTERDA
A phenomenological STUDY

michael M olson

family sciences
department of offamily
master of science

this research presents a qualitative

study of six

latterday
latter day saint fathers

depth interviews were used to examine the
of children with special needs in
indepth
demands and resources fathers draw upon in meeting the needs of their

children the application of the conceptual ethic of fathering
fatherim as generative work
Y

and crisis
stress theory as well as an analysis of how fathers incorporated their
crisisstress
rinor their special needs children
religious beliefs faith and practices into fathe
fathering
fatherinor
5

narrative accounts are used to illustrate the results these results are then
applied to an integrated conceptual framework and clinical applications are made

v
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introduction

the past three decades have seen an increased involvement of many
fathers in their childrens daily lives may 1997 but have also seen a dramatic
Blanke nhom 1995 popenoe 1996 and fathering as a
increase in fatherlessness blankenhorn

research topic has blossomed in the last few decades biller 1993 lamb &

laumann billings 1997 snarey 1993

unfortunately relatively little

substantive research has been published regarding fathers of children with special
needs

ie

physical physiological
any type of chronic illness and any form of physicalphysiological

emotional or psychologicalmental
psychological mental challenge

this

is especially true when

compared with the body of research studying mothers of children with special
needs or parents of children who develop without special needs blacher 1984

bristol & gallagher 1986 brotherson & dollahite 1997 lamb & laumann
billings 1997 lamb & meyer 1991 may 1997 pederson rubenstein &

yarrow 1979

in fact lamb & laumannbillings
laumann billings 1997 conclude that fathers

of children with special needs have been conspicuously ignored in the research
As a result of this lack of extended research on fathers with developmentally or
physically disabled children what little information does exist is limited in both
scope and applicability bomby
homby 1994 lamb & laumann billings 1997

this study takes as its focus the father and uses a qualitative research
design employing methods of in
depth interviewing and analysis of narrative
indepth
texts with special needs children ranging from two to sixteen years old

this

research uses a non deficit paradigm based on fathers9
fathers capabilities and
9

1I

strengths hawkins and dollahite 1997

review of literature
based on a review of the literature seven main themes on fathers of
children with special needs were identified
economic concerns
4 uniqueness

3

1

diagnosis and initial response 2

the burdens and blessings fathering a special needs child

of fathers experience

father
child interaction and influence
fatherchild

5

6 faith and fathering and 7 marital and family relationships

diagnosis and initial response diagnosis of a childs disability has been
seen as a critical juncture for parents and this experience is almost universally

regarded as negative and troubling may 1991 stoneman & brody 1982

august

fathers stress may be exacerbated when physicians or support systems
9

personnel fail to recognize and include the fathers interest and concern may
1991

although the initial response of parents to learning of a childs disability

or other need can be very stressful some research suggests that most parents and
families adapt fairly well to the stressors and demands of the situation lamb &

meyer 1991
iggi
1991
economic concerns fathers are concerned about the future especially
increased financial demands lamb & laumann billings 1997

rodrigue

morgan & geffken 1992 found that although fathers with developmentally
delayed children reported more financial worries and disruption in family life on
all other measures of adjustment used in the study they were closely comparable
to fathers of developmentally normal children
2

blessings while there are clearly negative aspects in raising
burdens and blessi
a child with special needs usually there are positive ones as well however a

disproportionate amount of the research literature has focused on and reported the
negative reactions and experiences of fathers in response to the challenge of a
special needs child

some published studies on fathers of children with special needs have
reported serious negative effects on the fathers psychological functioning
including depression and personality difficulties cummings 1976 margalit

leyser & avraham 1989

however other studies have found that some fathers

do not have serious negative responses brotherson & dollahite 1997 gallagher

cross & scharfinan
Schar finan 1981
1981

these studies seem to suggest that while many

fathers experience negative effects others experience effects that are more
similar to fathers without special needs children brotherson and dollahite
1997 and dollahite et al

1998 have found that many fathers of children with

special needs report personal and spiritual growth

uniqueness of fathers experiences
eueriences until fairly recently most scholars
have reported the effects of children with disabilities on their parents based on

research conducted with the mother rather than the father A review of more than
85 studies on parents dealing with a

assessed blacher 1984

childs disability showed fathers were rarely

thus for years mothers and fathers experiences were

considered indistinguishable ignoring potential uniqueness of each parents
experiences with a special needs child recently studies have found important
3

differences between the experiences of mothers and fathers bailey blasco &
son 1992 beckman 1991 frey fewell & vadasy 1989 goldberg
simeonsson
Simeons

kasek 1986
loykasek
marcovich macgregor & Loj
lojkasek
child interaction and influence fathering a special needs child
Father
fatherchild

may involve increased challenges in bonding with and effectively and sensitively

interacting with the child turbiville 1994

this may be particularly true when

the child is a boy because fathers tend to have higher expectations for their sons

that may make the fathers adjustment more difficult grossman 1972 frey

greenberg & fewell 1989 lamb & laumann billings 1997

recent research

brotherson 1995 brotherson & dollahite 1997 dollahite et al 1998 found
however that many fathers respond creatively in connecting with caring for and
playing with their children who have special needs although studies exploring
the influence fathers have on their special needs child are relatively few

increasing efforts have begun to provide a more coherent picture of fathers in
such circumstances see brotherson & dollahite 1997 may 1991 1997 for
depth discussion of findings on father involvement
more in
indepth
faith and
religionfaith
fathering research specifically addressing religion
faith and father

fathers of special needs children is only beginning to emerge scholars have also

found that parents who practice religion before the birth of a special needs child
find that levels of engagement of other coping resources are likewise stable after
the birth of such children rutledge levin larson & lyons 1995

finally a

religion faith and fathering was conducted other
review of the literature on religionfaith
4

scholars bennett deluca & alien
ailen 1995 dollahite et al 1998 dollahite slife
allen
& hawkins 1998 have found that prayer church attendance and specific

religious beliefs can provide resources to help parents feel a sense of strength and
hope

marital and family relationships the father is an important part of the
family and marital system biller 1993 lamb & laumann billings 1997

snarey 1993

fathers also have a significant impact on their children with

special needs lamb & laumann billings 1997

A fathers inability to cope

with having a special needs child may affect the family and the marriage

negatively bristol 1984 october lamb & laumann billings 1997

however

such a challenge can also strengthen the marriage and bring families closer

together bristol 1984 october darling & darling 1982 krause ehart 1981
1981

april lamb & meyer

1991

that is increased paternal involvement

responding to the challenges of having a special needs child may enhance the
well
being of the family and have a positive effect on the marital relationship
wellbeing

lamb & laumann billings 1997

many families report that in addition to the

expected stress they bring disabled children affect family life positively
including new values and personal growth for the father dollahite et al 1998

lamb & laumann billings 1997 p

183 palkovitz & palm 1998

summary in short the literature on fathers and special needs children
shows that

1

fathers are an important part of family and marital systems and

can have a significant impact on their child with special needs 2 much of what
5

we know about fathers of special needs children has come from maternal

reporting of paternal involvement and behavior

3

a disproportionate amount of

the research has focused on negative rather than positive aspects of fathering a

special needs child 4 some research suggests that religious practices beliefs
and religious communities can be resources for meeting challenging

circumstances

5

fathers often respond creatively in caring for their special

needs children and want to be involved in their childrens special programs and
6 fathers and children reciprocally influence each other

conceptual sensitivity

the generative fathering perspective dollahite & hawkins

1998 and

the resource management model of Crisis
Stress dollahite 1991 served as the
crisisstress
initial conceptual frameworks to encourage conceptual sensitivity to the data

generative fathe
riny dollahite hawkins and brotherson 1997
fathering
proposed a conceptual ethic of fathering as generative work which drew from
the developmental conceptual work of
erik erikson 1950 1982 and john
oferik

snarey 1993

the generative fathering perspective dollahite et al

1997

dollahite & hawkins 1998 is based on the idea that universal human challenges
create needs in the next generation that fathers should and can work to meet and

that both fathers and children benefit and grow as a result

this framework

conceptualizes fathering as generative work or what the authors termfatherwork
tennfatherwork
non deficit hawkins & dollahite
this approach assumes a nondeficit

1997

capabilities

based perspective of fathers rooted in the proposed ethical obligation for fathers
6

to work to meet the needs of the next generation

resource management model of crisisstress
crisis stress the resource management
1991
Stress proposed by dollahite iggi
model of Crisis
1991 integrated both resource
crisisstress

management and family stress theories for this research the main ideas taken
from this perspective include the importance of how people define stressful
situations and how people work to balance demands and resources as they adapt
stress ors
to stressors

integration of conceptual frameworks
rame works

figure

1I

illustrates the three main elements of this project including

empirical theoretical and applied conceptual methods part 1I shows that the

generative fathering perspective and the stresscrisis
Stress Crisis management model
provided the theoretical frameworks in integrating these two frameworks it can
be proposed that fathers use effective cognitive affective and behavioral

resource management to bring about generative meanings and behaviors that may
II shows that qualitative
enable them to meet the needs of their children part 11

phenomenological research was the empirical method used part 111
III
lii of the figure
shows professional and clinical applicationsimplications
applications implications which stem from this

research

research objectives

the literature

the generative

shows that fathers are affected by their special needs child

fathering perspective dollahite and hawkins 1998 assumes

fathers want to be involved in the lives and endeavors of their children
7

thus

figure

1

research methods

JL

1L
I

theoretical

ta
t7
inductive
eductive
ductive

deductive

addlication

gg

tit
tii

quantitative

qualitative

i
narrative

non
narrative

narrative

non
narrative
nonnarrative

phenomenology

emancipatory
change society

generative fathering
ABCD
XYZ model of
ABCDXYZ

NARRATIVE

crisis and stress

8

implications for
generative narrative
ol
therapy with families 001
a special needs child

depth view of the fathers perception of the father
indepth
the focus of this study is an in

child relationship

this

study has four objectives

1

to identify and analyze themes or

patterns of experience that fathers have in common with each other 2 to
explore how fathers make meaning in relation to the challenges of having a child
with special needs

3

to investigate fathers experiences as they relate to the

empirical literature and conceptual frameworks discussed earlier and finally 4
to provide a more coherent non deficit picture of fathering in such

circumstances

methods
procedures
A letter explaining the nature of the study and the objectives of the
day saint LDS mormon fathers
research was sent to a group of 50 latter
latterday

involved in an early intervention program for children with special needs fathers
were asked to participate in a study of fathers of special needs children each
potential participant had the opportunity to respond have any questions

answered and prepare for the interview by reading materials sent to them
describing the type of questions to be asked entry into the project was
negotiated with the study participants as well as information concerning
interview duration and frequency objectives of the research use of interview
content and ethical considerations

the father was permitted to set the time and

location of the interview
9

of the 50 fathers contacted via letter

the response rate was 12 at the time

this research was initiated interviews were conducted with 6 of the fathers at
which point it was felt that theoretical saturation had occurred
relevant data was being collected

ie

no new or

for their participation fathers received a

copy of the audio recording of the interview a hard copy of the transcribed
3.5
transcript and a 35
35 formatted diskette with the transcribed interview

the role of the researcher and the research design process were explained
to each father upon initial contact for participation in the study fathers were
incon
informed
infon
ned of their right not to answer any of the questions asked during the

interview and to terminate the interview at any time for any reason each of the
fathers who decided to participate in the study read a statement of purpose and

signed an informed consent form see appendix A
S
sampie
sample

table 1I provides an introduction and description of each of the
interviewees and each child with special needs each of the fathers were active
members of the church of jesus christ of latterday
latter day saints LDS or mormon
which teaches that fathers should give highest priority to their work as husbands
and fathers hawkins dollahite & rhoades 1993

dollahite et al 1998

demonstrated that a unique aspect of fathering for latter
day saints is that the
latterday
church has a lay priesthood in which most fathers are also elders or high priests in
the church church teachings and practices are designed to strengthen families
and for most mormon men the most important mormon religious obligations
10

covenants and involvements are family centered latterday
latter day saints tend to infuse
ors with religious
stressors
much of daily living and particularly challenges to stress

meaning dollahite et al 1998

each of the fathers are white middle socio

mid thirties to late forties all
economic status SES ranging in age from midthirties
economicstatus
names were changed unless otherwise requested

respondents and their special needs children
todd todd works at the university he is the father of andrew age
TABLE

1

7

andrew

born with shortened forearms scoliosis and missing fingers
was bom
year old son
sixteenyearold
eric eric works as a university administrator his sixteen
arteriosis
arterio sis
truncus arteriasis
benjamin suffers from a malady of the heart called aruncus

lance lance works out of his home so he can be more available for his child
with special needs lance is the father of his six
year old son joshua who has
sixyearold
down syndrome
computer information systems david is the father of a
david david works in computerinformation
two
year old special needs boy developmental delays named tyler tyler was
twoyearold
adopted and of a different racial background than david

matt matt works out of his home matt is the father of a sevenyearold
seven year old autistic
girl named jennifer and an elevenyearold
eleven year old boy named john with Tour
tourettes
ettes
syndrome

ryan ryan
drome
three year old son luke who has down sy
syndrome
iyan Jsis the father of a threeyearold
lyan
interview development

the first step in the development of the interview

schedule was to use a

review of current research to formulate key themes and issues questions were
then developed and refined to address the strengths and weaknesses of the current
faith religion and fathering were also
research literature on stress coping and faithreligion

considered in the formulation of the instrument questions

1I11
1I

the interview was revised many times as part of a process of consultation
with other professionals and fathers of children with special needs finally pilot
interviews with two fathers of special needs children were conducted to elicit
additional feedback for revision and adaptation of the interview schedule

construct validity connecting the theory to the questions was maintained
through the researchers familiarity with the concepts of the generative fathering
special needs stresscrisis
stress crisis management and religion and fathering literatures

contextual validity thoroughness of the information was encouraged through in
depth questioning in the interview and interpretive validity connection of the

account to lived experience

through seeking personal narratives that reflected

actual experience

research design
according to morse 1994 if research is aimed at eliciting the essence of
personal experience the approach should be phenomenological

the method

used in this study is a phenomenological analysis of audio taped interviews of
personal experiences elicited through in
depth interviewing because of the
indepth
nature of phenomenological research the number of respondents was small

iggi
bergum 1991
1991 giorgi 1970 1975 morse 1994 and van manen 1990

the

type of results yielded by this type of research were in
depth reflective
indepth

descriptions of what the experience of being a father of special needs children or
child is like

depth discussion of the phenomenological approach
indepth
for a more in

see bergum 1991
1991 giorgi 1970 1975 and van manen 1990
12

because of the nature of the study the research must take into account
certain methodological issues that stem from the interview technique these
issues are reflexivity reactivity credibility transferability dependability and
conformability
confirmability
confirm ability

reflexivity concerns the recognition that the researcher acts from a
refle
subjective interpretive position in the research process hammersley & atkinson
1983 biessman
Ri essman &
riessman

lieblich

1993

the role of the researcher in this study was

not to separate objectively from the stories and participants but rather to be
intimately involved in collecting and seeking to understand the narrative accounts

given by respondent fathers

react
reactivity involves knowing that research participants may react
differently when they are under research conditions rather than in a more natural
realistic position cozby worden & kee 1989

the researcher attempted to

minimize reactivity by interviewing fathers in their own homes or offices and by
inviting them to relate how their experiences are meaningful to them rather than
to the researcher individual interpretation is inseparable from narrative

presentation of life events widdershoven 1993

efforts to interpret fathers

narrative experiences were subjective and the research strove for believability
not certitude for enlargement of understanding rather than control

stivers

1993
1993p424
p424

credibility refers to the fit between the constructed reality of the
credi
respondent and the reconstructions attributed to them by the researcher
13

the

techniques used in this study to establish credibility were peer debriefing and
r4progressive
progressive subjectivity

described below using constant peer review during

analysis in
depth interviewing techniques were used to establish transferability
ab
transferab
indepth
transferal
transfer
in this study through thick description

possible

or providing as complete a data base as

confirmabilitv ie
the method for establishing dependability and confirma

to

track changes in design and to make these changes trackable and to make
data traceable to their original sources in this study was to emphasize careful
thorough documentation and to make these documents available for scholarly
inspection

the data in this study is available on audiotape transcribed accounts

on hard
copy and disk
hardcopy

analysis

for the purposes of this study narratives are defined as stories with
common properties about a specific past event labov 1972

barbins
bins
in Sar
sarbins

1986a words narrative is a way of organizing episodes actions and accounts

of actions it is an achievement that brings together mundane facts and fantastic
creations time and place are incorporated

the narrative allows for the inclusion

of actors reasons for their acts as well as the causes of happening p

9

the

purpose is not to determine cause
and effect relationships to predict and control
causeandeffect
or assign objective truth to events it is however meant to make sense of human
desires goals and social conduct

which are often ambiguous and resistant to

mcadams 1993 p 29

paradigmatic efforts to understand them

14

Ccoding each

of the interviews were coded independently by the author

and another graduate student who has been involved in the research from its
inception loren D marks

following the transcription of the interviews the

author and the other graduate student met 3 times a week for several hours at a
time for a month to compare and contrast and discuss the coding procedures and

memos and to establish criteria for including or excluding categories

the

criteria established at this level of coding for the inclusion of a category were

1

it was generally consistent with fathers lived experiences and 2 it was telling

the story of the fathers interviewed

the criteria of whether the account was

narrative in content and whether the account was descriptive of fathers stories
was used for deciding which narratives categories and themes would be included
in the final write up of this study

A qualitative software program called

unstructured data index searching
numeric
numericunstructureddataindexsearching

non
tmnon
QS- RNUDIST amnon
& theorizing was used to code

sort collapse and analyze the interviews these data were analyzed and

explored to identify major categories and properties using open coding strauss &

corbin 1990 p

6611 and thematic analysis techniques so as to form a description

of the general structure of the research topic tesch 1990 which also relates
closely to qualitative research categorized by tesch 1990 as that which aims at

discerning of patterns in the data

originally these data were divided into 27 categories and 61 sub
categories based on NUDIST tm analysis these were refined into eleven
15

general categories five of these categories were selected for inclusion in this
study based on their descriptions or storying of respondents experiences from
five categories and themes the researchers formulated a composite summary
66

66narrative
narrative

account or story which included the essential elements of each of

the six fathers combined experiences

this composite

narrative account was

then mailed to each of the interviewees for their review and response each had
the opportunity to evaluate the narrative summary and indicate its accuracy in

relation to their own livedstoried
lived storied experience A scale was included for fathers to
use to rate the account 0

descriptive and

5

not at all descriptive of my experience

3

somewhat

very descriptive of my experience and all values in

between

within the thematic analysis we identified the specific demands that were
most difficult and resources that were most meaningful for fathers we then

examined the data for both commonality and descriptiveness of experience
among fathers and how they related to the guiding conceptual frameworks of the
study

this approach coincides with josselson and lieblichs assertion that
story cannot stand alone but must be linked to some theoretical context or
previous knowledge movement to the conceptual level necessitates
insight and parsimony where a different level of interpretation allows us
to see things or organize data or to generalize from this story or stories to
other people or other aspects of experience 1993 p xii

results

the results are presented here are in narrative form and arranged by
category and theme

sub
the categories and subcategories
categories are diagnosis and initial
16

D
response

demands and constraints physical demands medical and educational

demands and religious communities father involvement

complementary

care resources marital support religious beliefs religious communities
practices and ordinances

and childs effect on father some of the narratives

included in this section deal with more than one theme these were classified as to
the most salient point of the account narratives were edited to shorten length but

maintain the essence of the stories told by the fathers

ie

extraneous wording

was deleted

diagnosis and initial response
diagnosis was a critical juncture for these fathers in response to a
question about initial feelings upon learning of their childs special need some
fathers related feelings of uncertainty and questioning while others expressed an
immediate feeling of love and acceptance for the child

all reported that

in time

they adapted well to the situation

lance

we discovered the diagnosis five minutes after he was bom
born

down

syndrome is what the doctor said all the things my mom had told me
came flooding back through my mind once she said these little
mongoloid kids have super human strength and they only live to puberty
and its really too bad that was the first thing that came through my
mind all the outdated information we had ever been in touch with came
flooding back we were quite frightened we were living in california at
the time and our family was in utah and michigan we felt real isolated
pause and scared

17

eric
my initial thoughts after the terror eric laughs

guess there was an
interesting series of emotions we found out something was wrong the
day after benjamin was bom
born and they told us we needed to take him to
primary childrens hospital we knew something was wrong with his
heart but we didnt quite understand the extent of it 1I have to confess that
at first 1I honestly found myself wondering do 1I want to get too close to
this that passed really quickly 1I remember that 1I just kind of thought
man theyre talking about this child dying and 1I had that moment
when 1I just kind of thought do 1I really want to but all you have to do
is hold a child and its over
1I

todd
before andrew was bom
born 1I was alone in my bedroom kneeling beside my
bed praying on a different topic and 1I got a strong impression related to
our future child 1I wasnt praying about andrew 1I didnt know him he
was just half term 1I got a really strong spiritual impression that there was
something very wonderful about this child it was something that 1I
experienced that was very clear to me that happened a second time
when 1I was praying some weeks later 1I brought it up to my wife and to
my surprise she independently experienced the same thing twice during
her personal prayer we were kind of surprised in a positive way and
didnt know quite what this all meant but we felt we had a premonition
that there was something wonderful about this child

born we were videotaping the birth in a discreet way
when andrew was bom
As soon as he started to come out the doctor said aoh
ooh he paused and
fumbled a bit and said well theres something going on with his hands
we have something here 1I think angie was a little nervous 1I was
when the doctor brought him up we could see that he had shortened
forearms and was missing some fingers they wrapped him up in set him
on angies
angles tummy 1I was instantly concerned about how andrew might
interpret that someday it was very important that he know how much he
is loved 1I dont remember exactly what 1I said but 1I made sure that we
kept video taping expressing our complete love and acceptance of this
neat little soul

for most the diagnosis comes early on
it is a process

many times at birth but for others

of searching and learning of what special needs exists for the child
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matt tells how he came to learn of his daughters autism

wasnt involved enough in this particular aspect of my daughters life
certainly not to my wifes satisfaction she said you need to know things
that 1I know and be more involved with this child and whats going on with
1I

her 1I would like you to read the first ten pages of this book so 1I sat
down at about 1030 pm intending to read the first 10 pages and be done
1I read the first 150 pages that night 1I couldnt stop reading because
basically what was in that book was my daughters life her speech her
problems were just unfolding in this book 1I realized after 1I got done that
she was autistic and really it hit me like a ton of bricks and 1I just 1I
broke down and just bawled

demands and constraints

when asked what some of the greatest challenges demands and
constraints are facing them as a father of a special needs child fathers told stories
which included themes of a physical constraints
demands b medical and
constraintsdemands
educational systems and c religious communities
physical constraints and demands fathers related accounts where there
were multiple demands and constraints facing them many of these demands
were related to the physical challenges facing these fathers including time and
schedule constraints

matts narrative

is illustrative

of how time serving in the

inter face
church time at work and time trying to be a good father interface

when jennifer was two years old 1I was in a BYU bishopric demanding
church duty 1I was spending sundays and occasionally a week night at
BYU two years after we had jennifer we had our fourth child my wife
laura was spending a lot of time with the baby when jennifer was
approaching two autism manifests itself in a way that autistic children
need a routine everything needs to be mechanized when something is
introduced into their routine that is not normal often times theyll just go
into hysterics 1I was putting her to bed every night that was enormously
time consuming to me 1I had my business 1I was in a BYU bishopric
spending a lot of time there each evening 1I was needing to put this child
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to bed plus trying to be a father to my other three children and a husband
to my wife as well as deal with other things 1I was dealing with at that
point it was very very difficult

medical and education systems when fathers were asked what their
experience had been with health care special education and other support
systems fathers gave the following types of responses

eric

let me separate this

in terms of physicians and nurses 1I have seen some
of the most saintly people 1I know in terms of the business side of health
care its been awful horrific you have to fight that side of the system or
youll get eaten alive there are so many inaccuracies in record keeping
and financial ramifications my wife saves us probably fifteen to twenty
thousand dollars a year by just catching errors in processing of bills

education has probably been more of a frustration than the business side
of health care we have created in our public education a kind of
machine and if the child doesnt fit the machine the machine doesnt
work benjamin has always been in some kind of speci
al education class
special
apeci
hes been in and out of school this last fall was the first time where we
kind of looked forward and said theres really not much else that can
happen health care wise no more surgeries so we thought lets put
him in mainstream he really wanted it it was just an absolute disaster
because he had missed so much the machine had a pace to it and within
probably six weeks he was emotionally just destroyed he has always
wanted to just be normal and all of the sudden it just hit him in the face
hes not normal in the sense of educational preparation the machine
just couldnt adapt to him we found one individual mr witherspoon out
at timpanogos
gos H S whos been marvelous hes bucked the system and
Timpano
created a space for benjamin where hes doing quite well now

the following excerpt illustrates how one father struggled getting the
medical help he needed for his little boy

lance
children with down syndrome have much higher probability of getting
jemia josh was having some of the general leukemia symptoms so
leuk
leukemia
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we went to a regular physician who had been pretty good to us but 1I guess
that day he just didnt feel like indulging a parent he said okay 1I know
youve got the statistics hes 16 times more likely to get leukemia but the
chances normally are this much in a thousand he just tried to put it off
we went to a different doctor who loves josh to pieces he just took care

of it
with down syndrome joshs sinus cavities esophagus and trachea are
tonsillitis
really small josh had tonsilitis
tonsi litis when he was three his tonsils got so big
that they actually cut off his air and he passed out one physician said
we dont give three year olds tonsillectomies we went to another
doctor who went and consulted with someone else and returned and said
yust
just
ust last week there was a child with down syndrome that had tonsils
that swelled shuty
shut and he died of course lets take joshs tonsils out it
learn and
did take some effort on our part to find a doctor thats willing to leam
stay on top of something special
55

religious communities A majority of the fathers primarily related
positive experiences with regard to their religious communities however when
asked about ways in which religion or religious beliefs may have been
demanding a few fathers related negative experiences explaining how at times
their religious communities constituted an additional demand

ryan
rvan
concerns of church leaders are at times legitimate but in this specific
case the nursery leader never talked to us to find out what lukes
lukes status
was she had been acting off of hearsay she basically said 1I dont want
to be bothered with it 1I have too much to do he shouldna
shouldnt
shouldnt be here we
brought the bishop up to speed on everything now it seems that there isnt
a problem on the surface but it is still there

for LDS people having a

calling or a responsibility in the ward

congregation of about 500 people is very important and some church leaders are
hesitant to give parents with special needs children callings so as to not add to
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their burdens integrating children with special needs into the ward can also be
demanding

the following illustrates how one father struggled with some of

these
issues
theseissues

lance

our real challenges unfortunately have been integrating josh into the
ward 1I guess it has caused some contention now and then the primary
handbook is very specific its very appropriate to have a special aid that is
joshs buddy through primary thats important for two reasons one is
we feel that josh didnt
didn
diant just come for us and certainly part of my personal
mission is to share joshs spirit and gifts with other people and two 1I feel
that someone from the ward helping josh during church is something that
the ward can do to minister to our needs a little bit is to give us a break
during primary 1I wrote a letter to the bishop of the ward to express our
perspective this process has been very frustrating it is hard that he
wont find the resources to help theyre certainly available it bugs me
and ive never been bugged by a bishop before feeling agitated then
spills out into other things the bishop has not given my wife a calling
is9 josh is going to be here for the duration and that
isa
the bottom line is
doesnt mean that the lord has no need of us elsewhere 1I visited with
him probably four times before he gave her a calling as the fourth
alternate assistant librarian so if the regular old ladies serving get sick
then she gets called in to do it the bottom line is she still doesnt have a
calling its been frustrating for herand shes questioned her worth and
her worthiness
its been tough

father involvement

complementary
comvlementarv care

As fathers balanced the resources and demands facing them each father
chose to connect with and meet the needs of their children
by a category of narratives labeled father involvement

this is illustrated

complementary care

educational special
within this category several themes emerged medical educationalspecial
program involvement and intimate involvement
touching playing
singing
playingsinging

eg communicating

openly

the term complementary care is meant to convey
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fathers feeling that they were able to complement the care of their spouse and

visa versa though in a few cases fathers were able to be uniquely involved it
was more common for fathers to report that as a couple they worked as together
to meet the needs of their child based on each others strengths weaknesses and

preferences

ryan whose son has down syndrome

in response to a question about his

involvement and contribution as a father said

whenever 1I come home if luke has been having a bad day 1I pick him up
and take care of him he doesnt always calm down but 1I am the one that
deals with it whenever 1I am home we kind ofjoke
of joke about it but hes my
kid 1I stay up all night rocking him when he cant sleep when hes
screaming having his night terrors 1I just know him 1I can just take care of
him 1I come home and hell be screaming 1I can pick him up and make
him a sandwich and help him eat it and hell calm down everybody
knows hes my kid and 1I take care of him

some fathers like lance also influence their childs life indirectly
through involvement in special programs legislative processes and channeling
their efforts and time towards other children and families facing similar special
needs and challenges

kids on the move
the kidsonthemove

early intervention program folks asked me if id
work with the legislative coalition for people with disabilities 1I worked
on the early intervention committee for about a year one thing that we
have done thats has had probably the biggest impact on the whole family
is lana and 1I got trained to be parent support folks for the hospital we
asked the people at the hospital what about families that have a child
with a disability we thought lets see if we can do something to help
them have a better birth experience than we did it has taken about four
years to get someone in charge of the program at the hospital but now we
get called when a child is bom
born with a disability now we go in and visit
with folks or on the phone or at the hospital or have them come over here
and see josh to see that hes a cute little boy
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fathers also related several experiences where they felt they were able to
be uniquely involved in their childs life

this is consistent with literature

bailey et al 1992 beckman 1991 frey et al 1989 goldberg et al 1986
which has found that fathers experiences are often unique from mothers
experiences

todd
there were times when the pain was very bad on andrew it was really
hard for him physically and emotionally and the pain was really
something when 1I took him back to have his catheter removed there was
a mishap when 1I was taking him out of the car the cord from his catheter
to the bag that would collect his urine accidentally caught on a little knob
under the passengers seat when 1I lifted him out it ripped the catheter
is really delicate surgery 1I
this
out of his body right where hed just had th
was talking to angie
angle about the situation and she said im glad that you
were there 1I dont know if 1I could have handled that 1I was thrilled to be
able to be his dad and to be there for him it was great to be there for him
and to fill a role and be steady calm and strong when it was necessary
not in a sexist manner but angie
angle has a harder time with that stuff it was
a time where 1I felt like 1I was able to give him emotional strength
1

lance
sometimes hell just be crying hopelessly 1I have been pretty good at
finding ways of breaking him out of these crying spells it is different all
the time for example right before you came he had to go to the
bathroom and he didnt want to come in and go eventually 1I had to kinda
drag him in here just crying he just stood there by the toilet just crying
and crying instead ofjust
of just going back out and play 1I tried to talk to him
j ust
nn and just
and it jjust
wasn
ust gasn
wasntt working so 1I decided to kneel down with hhim
hug him just that contact broke it and then he just somehow connected
and said okay and he went to the bathroom and went out and play
sometimes ive had to be more creative to get his attention 1I never know
what it will be at any given moment
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matt

when jennifer was young she used to tantrum a lot expressing her
frustration and anger very physically 1I used to pick her up and hold her
close in an attempt to settle her down eventually 1I could wrap my arms
around her and sit in a chair or something partly to restrain her and partly
to communicate to her the enormous love and caring 1I had for her 1I am
not sure if holding her is what calmed her but it did luara couldnt do
the same thing that 1I could do maybe because of my size but 1I always felt
from a very young age that we had a bit of a bond and 1I still feel like it
exists today 1I feel every bit as involved as luara is in her life 1I make
sure that 1I am there for her that 1I am reading and singing to her at night 1I
am in her life maybe too much 1I am not sure she probably has me
wrapped around her finger 1I love my girls 1I love my boys too but 1I
99
really love my girls

we asked in what ways fathers responded initially to and how they now
approach their child and what affect that might of had on other family members

fathers recounted their experiences with frequent references to a special bond
or connection they had with their special needs child another form of
6

involvement

matt
look into her eyes autistic people in general never look at you they
will always look down early on jennifer didnt make eye contact but
later on in life she started to make eye contact for me looking into her
eyes is like looking into her soul 1I see a lot 1I read a lot 1I sense a lot
this might be the primary method of communication between me and this
little girl by looking through her eyes sometimes 1I will just sit down
with her in a chair she will sit on my lap and 1I will just look into her
eyes 1I feel like 1I am gazing into eternity it is enormously joyful for me to
do that
1I

A majority of the narrative accounts refer to the bond these fathers felt for
their child during the earlier years of the childs life

the following

account is unique in that it illustrates the bond a father and son had during mid
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adolescence at a time when the end of the childs life was immanent

eric
it was confirmed by doctors that benjamins heart was shot he was on
IVs at home kind of forcing the heart to pump he was losing weight
rapidly the doctors gave him 1133 months to live 1I was really open with
him he handled it incredibly well we spent a lot of time together
20
1020
talking through the plan of salvation LDS theology we spent 10
hours a week just talking it was a great experience 1I wouldnt trade it for
anything at the same time he was failing noticeably he weighed about
70 pounds he was 14 years old it got to where 1I had to carry him
upstairs he was on oxygen he couldnt bathe by himself he was too
weak he hated baths and loved showers so 1I would prop him up in the
shower 1I could tell when we first started having to do this that he was
kind of embarrassed it was hard for me at first 1I knew he was
embarrassed those became really choice times long pause eyes fill
with tears sorry pause he was so submissive in every way he was so
at peace with what was happening

when benjamin had his fifth open heart surgery he really had a hard time
keeping his heart beating they had to remove the pacemaker to pace
him they had this wire coming down through his neck and it kind of
delicately hooks into the heart muscle if you move your neck like this
moves his head from side to side it actually dislodges benjamin just
wouldnt settle down to keep his neck still and so they were essentially
going to have to put him back on the ventilator which is an awful
experience benjamin hates it it was about midnight when they called
me they said benjamin is going to have to settle down or were going to
have to put him out 1I said you cant do that it would just destroy him
emotionally so 1I jumped in the car and rushed up there 1I asked what
do 1I have to do to prevent you from intubating
int
intabating
abating him again they said
he has got to hold his head still so 1I held his head 1I held his head all
night chokes up it was one of the hardest things because he was just
j ust
groaning he would go in and out of sleep it was a long night but it was
a great experience
B billings
bilings 1997 assert that increased paternal
tilings
lamb & laumann
laumannbillings

involvement responding to the challenges of having a special needs child is likely
to enhance the well
being of the family and have a positive effect on the marital
wellbeing
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relationship when asked how he thought he influenced the family eric said
can give you one example 1I think shaped everyones interaction with
benjamin at the time he was being transported up to the hospital my
wifes family was having a family reunion that evening they were aware
that he had been moved up there and they had all of our children during
arzman that evening we understood
the day after meeting with doctor orzman
what benjamins condition was we went back to lynns parents house in
salt lake it was just lynn and 1I when we walked in everyone else was
gone after walking in 1I felt this profound sense of gratitude for some
reason 1I just felt grateful so we knelt down and had a prayer the first
thing that 1I said is how grateful we are for benjamin thats kind of
persisted through out his whole life were just grateful we shared that
experience with lynns whole family when everyone came home they
all gathered together to understand we had a little family council to try
and explain what was going on 1I repeated to them how grateful 1I was for
benjamin 1I think that has influenced everything about our interaction
with benjamin its a blessing to have him
1I

resources
in addition to the demands and challenges fathers discussed they told
about resources they drew upon within the category of resources themes
included a the importance of marital support b religious beliefs and c
religious practices ordinances and communities

marital sup
ort when asked what things had been the most meaningful in
support
helping them to be the kind of fathers they wanted to be fathers reported marital
support as one of their greatest resources

the following excerpts show how this

support became salient not only in meeting the needs of their children but also in
meeting their spouses needs

eric

all of the sudden benjamin collapses in church and is back in the
hospital back in the hospital again 1I just said why hasnt he suffered
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enough 1I was so tired of watching benjamin suffer and there was not a
thing 1I could do about it what do 1I do take him home laughs in
frustration like that would really help 1I had this emotion 1I remember
walking around the hospital with my wife and just sitting down and
starting to sob thats when she taught me a great lesson that heavenly
father loves him more than you do and hes not going to do anything that
benjamin cant handle so whats your problem shes really candid
about those things that was a great moment theres been lots of
moments like that

matt
my wife has been the single greatest support that 1I have had my marriage
and our relationship as a couple to god is the most treasured thing that 1I
have in my heart she has never wavered in the spring of 1994 around
the time of johns diagnosis with tourettes
Tour ettes syndrome there was an
enormous amount of turmoil one day she got an invitation from a family
member to go to arizona for the weekend she asked me if 1I would take a
couple of days off of work and watch the kids so that she could go 1I said
yes although 1I was also in a lot of turmoil 1I probably had a panic attack
as she was driving off she had to get away these experiences though
gut wrenching have really drawn us together more than anything else in
our married life

can take care of luke and deal with that my wife can fight her way
through the medical stuff and keep that in place where 1I dont know
between work and being the father and trying to meet those needs pause
she picks up where 1I dont it works fairly well
1I

religious beliefs many of the fathers related that their religious beliefs
became valuable in helping them to meet the challenges of fathering a child with
special needs when asked the question what two or three things had been most

meaningful for them in helping them to be the father they want to be fathers
gave such responses as the following
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lance
josh is a child of god just like all of my other kids knowing that hes an
extra special child of god reflects its been real helpful 1I feel honored
to have him in our family thats probably the thing that makes it easiest
to deal with everything else

know im in the presence of a great spirit one of the very valiant and
true spirits not to take away from gratitude 1I feel for the other children
but its like 1I dont know whether to feel like 1I couldnt have made it back
to father god without him or just really grateful that ive got that extra
help
1I

todd
one time andrew and 1I were alone in the kitchen and he looked up at me
born again 1I would like to have hands
and said you know dad if 1I were bom
like kathleen and like benjamin 1I didnt say anything for just a
moment and then he said but 1I guess this is just the challenge that
heavenly father has given me for this life and he paused again and he
said so its okay it wasnt a mournful okay it was more a this is
alright okay almost with a little spunk 1I think that his belief grows out
of our faith

these narrative accounts reflect the LDS belief that life is part of an
ongoing eternal plan with its origins as literal spiritual offspring of god or

heavenly father this belief embodies the idea that death is not the end but a
new beginning as families and marriages can continue beyond the grave as an
Cr

coeternal
creternal
eternal

family in the presence of god respondents in this study expressed

repeatedly the belief that their child is a child of god and a loving gift from god
to bless their families and marriages

religious communities religious practices and ordinances several
fathers commented on support they received from church members and leaders
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religious communities as a theme falls into both the resources as well as the
demands categories for fathers of children with special needs

the former will

be addressed here and the latter will be addressed in the following section

when asked whether their religious community or congregation helped them to
meet their childs needs fathers gave the following types of responses

eric

we had one of the best home teachers in the world in chicago john
shane the day after benjamins transplant john came to the hospital at
1230 am to help us give benjamin a blessing that morning at 800 he
came and picked up the two littlest boys and took them for the day we
didnt have to worry about those two thats one of a hundred instances
where our religious community has been helpful

david

there was certainly a lot of community support just by virtue of bringing a
child especially an ethnic child into our home the religious community
acted appropriately in being very excited for us something that didnt
happen but could have was any kind of negative feelings about his
ethnicity it just didnt happen actually it was just the opposite they
made comments like what a good looking kid he is and expressed their
excitement that he was in our family and in the neighborhood

love to play sports one of our church friends said that she would watch
our kids at the game so 1I could go play and help out while 1I was playing
playin
plakin9
1I took an elbow
so her husband took me over to the hospital and she
stayed with the kids they just kept everything in control while my son
luke was in ICU and 1I was in getting 22 stitches they stayed until 1I was
finished and then brought me back home they didnt even hesitate it
was just here we go
1I

A

1.1

todd
we were relatively new members in our ward congregation and our
bishop had learned of andrews upcoming surgery the bishop got up in
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church laughs with emotion and let the ward know that we have a good
little guy in our ward who needs our prayers and faith right now and
needs our fasting and effort to request a blessing on his behalf the ward
just responded many church members told us of their fasting and prayer
and their hope and wishes that hed have a successful surgery expressing
their love and support for andrew and for our family

the LDS religious community is a community that operates on
lay
principles of cooperation A layleadership
leadership provides a majority of members

the opportunity to be involved in providing services for the
local congregation each member may serve as a home or visiting teacher who

regularly visits each LDS home

the ward provides worship

services friends

economic assistance and a support group that can be relied upon to provide the

assistance any family might need

another source of help for these fathers came from priesthood
blessings

when babies are just a few weeks old they are usually given a

priesthood blessing for the special purpose of conferring a name by which the
baby will be known and bestowing promises based on spiritual impressions

regarding the babys future life fathers holding this priesthood have the
authority to give a priesthood blessing by the laying on of hands on the head of
the one receiving the blessing in times of need or on special occasions to
members of his family

the following narratives

are illustrative of how the

priesthood or the exercise of the priesthood became a resource for these fathers

lance
when 1I gave joshua a name and a blessing it felt as though a prince had
come into our house it was then when 1I imagined what it might be like
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on judgement
judgement day when this special elect child stands there in the glory
hes earned 1I never want to have done anything to offend him 1I want to
have done everything possible to be a good father and to help him be the
best person he can be

ryan
when luke was two he was extremely sick and 1I gave him a fathers
blessing it was the best experience 1I have ever had 1I knew at that time he
was a perfect child 1I have never forgotten that feeling 1I recall wondering
why 1I was chosen to have a perfect person in my house and hoping to live
up to whatever was expected of me priesthood blessings have always
amazed me 1I still have lukes baby blessing in it 1I blessed him with the
strength to overcome the challenges and endure the challenges hed have
the blessing never mentioned a mission or a temple marriage just about
having the strength to endure challenges and being a valiant spirit it is
the neatest thing 1I have ever done it is the neatest thing 1I can ever do

todd

andrews surgery was the first one of the day about 5 am upon arrival
at the hospital 1I picked a dark comer of the parking lot and gave andrew a
priesthood blessing in the back seat of the car where he was laying down
As 1I gave him the priesthood blessing 1I felt a very palpable and powerful
feeling of the holy spirit that andrew would be blessed that this 24 hr
surgery would be successful although it had not happened yet it was a
foregone conclusion that he would be blessed just before the surgery
began the doctor got a new idea hed never had before he sent his chief
assistant surgeon out to see if it would be okay with me if they tried a
different procedure As soon as he said that 1I knew it was a good thing 1I
said yes please proceed that way they did and it shortened the
surgery to just 12 hours it was so successful

these fathers stories are illustrative not only of how priesthood blessings
help to meet the needs of their child but how they can also be helpful to the father
in gaining personal faith and perspective

childs effect on father
finally each of the fathers experienced certain outcomes or effects
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through fathering their child these fathers described increased empathy
patience tenderness humility submissiveness as well as understanding more
clearly the purpose of fathering in the context of a divine eternal plan

they

felt they had put life in perspective and become more sensitive to others with

special needs

the responses

in this particular category tended to be more

descriptive in nature rather than the more structured narrative or story form

lance

im more thoughtful and patient not that im perfect on all occasions
im certainly more tender with the children in general

but

1
I used to be it was nothing for me to punch
even
not
what
m
near
im
someone in a basketball game 1I was a hot head 1I was out of control 1I
was pretty obnoxious and omery
ornery and now im just mellow dont get
excited things are in their proper perspective now 1I dont get excited
over things that used to upset me theyre just not important
1I

david
1I look at people 1
I recognize now
a
lot
more
conscientious
how
about
im
that he is not going to follow the path that 1I took intellectually tyler isnt
going to be a scholar 1I have become much more sensitive to his worth as

a person outside of his scholastic ability and that has impacted the way 1I
look at people in general how 1I judge people that theres worth outside
of their grade point average and education hes got some great talents
some great gifts

todd

ive become more sensitive

more thoughtful more empathic you know
as far as growing and changing and adapting
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eric

another significant thing that ive learned is that benjamin as a person
and as a situation has served to kind of
jerk me back to whats really
ofierk
ofierr
important early on in my career when 1I came to BYU 1I got involved in a
big research study with IBM 1I was working with their CIO one of the
most senior IT people in the world we were planning on going to dinner
that evening well for some reason 1I thought id drop by my office and
check my voice mail the first message was from my wife she said
benjamin has run away from home my heart just sank he was on this
medication that he had to have two times a day he couldnt go out
roughing it for a few days so all of a sudden that was all that was
important 1I told dave and all of em sorry 1I cant go to dinner 1I just
rushed home and my wife showed me this little note he had left on his
bed 1I just started driving around the area for some reason 1I just
happened to turn in to fred meyer and there was benjamins bike sitting
out front so 1I parked the car and literally ran up and down the aisles until
1I found him he had a bottle of sprite and a bag of
Doritos he was
dorl
ofdoritos
doritos
headed for california and he had stocked up on food when he saw me
1I could see this moment of panic in his face and 1I just knelt down and
hugged him and we got out to the car and drove around for a little bit 1I
just sat there thinking and 1I said benjamin whats going on and he
said dad 1I dont know you youre never home you know at that
moment 1I was a bishop 1I had a wonderful wife 1I had wonderful children
1I was getting research awards 1I mean my every measure 1I was on top of
the world and in one instant he put it all into focus

eric further related how since this experience with benjamin he
frequently checks in with his children to see how he is doing as a father

he

mentioned that there have been several times when his children have taken the
opportunity to bring him back into focus and put things in perspective

summary
SUMMM narrative
A summary narrative was created to try to capture the essence of these six
fathers experiences

the narrative was sent to each father for a response with a

numeric evaluation A few chose to include written feedback or comments five
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of the six fathers rated the narrative a

indicating a very high degree of

5

congruence between the summary narrative and fathers lived experiences and
one father a 353.5
15
35

feedback from one father was noted and the summary

narrative changed slightly to reflect his comments

inter rater checks and the
the interrater

verification by respondents were two additional criteria of
checksverification
member checks
credibility that were used to check the fit between the constructed reality of the

respondent and the reconstructions or interpretations attributed to them by the
researcher

the summary narrative

reads as follows

upon diagnosis or learning of their childs special need LDS fathers
experienced a range of thoughts and emotions these ranged from
uncertainty and questioning to a feeling of instant love and acceptance for
the child following this initial response fathers experiences seemed to
revolve around their religious beliefs practices and resources and an
experiencing of certain challenges and demands some of the most salient
resources for these fathers were marital support reliance on religious
beliefs religious practices ordinances and communities some of the
most difficult challenges and demands experienced by these fathers
included physical constraints medical and educational demands and
challenges with religious communities As these fathers made meaning
based on the resources and demands facing them each chose to strive to
connect with and care for his child fathers efforts to connect and care
for their children are illustrated by their stories of father involvement and
care fathers choose to be involved in many ways some of these
included medical and educational involvement and intimate involvement
eg communicating openly physical affection playing and singing with
child etc finally each of the fathers reported feeling as though they
had undergone a change as a result of their experience fathering their
children some of these reported changes included increased empathy
patience tenderness humility submissiveness understanding more
clearly the purpose of fathering in context of an eternal plan life put in
perspective and becoming more sensitive to others with special needs
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discussion

this section contains a conceptual model that illustrates the major
findings of this research and a discussion of the implications for professional
practice and future research in this area

generative narrative process framework

these findings are consistent with research which indicates that disabled
children have a positive effect on family life and that such a challenge can
strengthen the marriage and bring families closer together darling & darling
1982 dollahite et

al

1998 krause ehart 1981

april lamb & laumann

billings 1997 palkovitz 1998

concepts from the generative fathering and crisisstress
Crisis Stress resource
management theories have been combined with the data from this study to form a
model called

the generative narrative process framework

GNPF see figure 2

the GNPF illustrates the process that these fathers went through and is another
more traditional way of summarizing the findings in addition to the summary
narrative presented earlier

the GNPF

seems to have some validity relating

closely to many areas of these fathers lived experiences

this framework

includes four phases

phase 1I conditionschallenges
Conditions Challenges

consistent with extant scholarship the diagnosis of their childs disability
was a critical juncture for fathers

the fathers in this study reported feeling a

serious of mixed emotions feelings of fear despair disappointment isolation
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figure 2 generative narrative process framework
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phase IV
generative & nongenerative
non generative
outcomes

and most reported later feeling an outpouring of love and acceptance for their

child

phase 1I includes the A factor or the stressor special needs child

dollahite 1991
1991 stated the initial phase begins when a potentially challenging
circumstance enters the individual or family system

the

A factor is the

challenge that is presented eliciting or calling forth a response
phase 11
II meaning construction narrative

fathers in this study made meaning through a combination of resources
such as religious beliefs religious practices drawing upon the strength of their

marital relationship relying on religious communities and considering demands
such as physical constraints medical and educational professionals and

religious communities and leaders

the second phase of the GNPF includes the revised concepts from the
b30
B

99

C

1 model
D
1991
factors
from
the
iggi
dollahite
199
andd

anad
and

this phase involves

how a father may perceive his situation or construct meaning by comparing the
resources

eg marital relationship own personal strengths religious beliefs

religious communities with the demands

eg

physical demands lack of

information meeting needs of other children medical and educational systems

the comparison of both the resources and the demands

B and D factors

the situation may contribute to how a father defines or makes meaning of the

situation or

C factor
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of

Challenges of the situation
Demands
demandschallenges
demandschallenpes

M
V factor the challenges and

demands facing the fathers in this study included a dependency upon others
especially medical professionals and others who specialize in the treatment of the

childs special need b scarcity of some resources eg money time energy
information

c a potential for higher levels

stress tension ie managing
of stresstension

stress from both home and work lack of information trouble working with health
child
insurance companies increased demands to nurture marital and other father
fatherchild

relationships physical demands of child
lack of support networks

d isolationaloneness
isolation aloneness resulting from a

ie unsupportive or indifferent members of their

religious community distance of extended family

none of the fathers

interviewed in this study reported or manifested any of the negative effects
previously reported in the research

on the contrary they tended to respond to

and care for the needs of their children and many reported much personal and

spiritual growth
B Fac
coping resources and capabilities
factor
CM abilities CB
tori
torl having a special needs

child potentially enhances the resources for generative fathering

eg provides a

context to draw upon internal resourcesstrengths
resources strengths and resources external to the
family system in meeting the needs of the child as well as increasing the

potential demands of the situation

fm ancial demands decreased stability
eg financial

energy
and strain on time and energv
ener gv

findings in patternthematic
pattern thematic analysis indicate that marital support
religious beliefs and religious practices were useful resources for helping these
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fathers meet the needs of their children with special needs

definition of the situation

C

factor

it was primarily through the

story narrative and the interpretations they placed on these stories
medium of a storynarrative

that fathers expressed the meaning

C factor or sense

of coherence derived

from both internal and external environments and the comparative interplay of

the demandschallenges
demands challenges and resourcesopportunities
resources opportunities available to them through
the consideration of both the coping resources available to them and the demands

of having a child with special needs these fathers storied their experience in such
a way that led them to feel confident about meeting the needs of their children

phase 111
III
Action involvement
workaction
ill Work

fathers worked for the benefit of their special needs children in a variety

of ways fathers became involved by storytelling communicating openly about
the disability interviewing medical professionals and doing medical research on

behalf of child singing at night to child playingwrestling
playing wrestling teaching child about

hisher
aisher special need showing affection verbally and physically spending
individual time and becoming involved educationally as well as with other
programs each of these behaviors conceptually fall within the generative work
component or the Y factor of the framework

if the father chose to define the situation in a

generative way

ie

a

hopeful positive faithful way the intended result was generative work or
involvement

Y factor to meet the needs of the child in contrast if the father

had constructed negative meaning regarding his situation there was potentially
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either a lack of involvement or a resulting nongenerative behavior As expected
several of these fathers related experiences when they handled stressful situations
in a nongenerative manner

this seemed to be due largely to a lack of

information regarding the childs special need this was especially true in cases
where the childs special need was not readily detectable while these
6

6nongenerative narratives existed they were so isolated they didnt constitute a
nongenerative

separate category to be included in the description of fathers experiences from
the study

fathers reported that their experiences are unique and distinct from their
wives experiences their primary emphasis was on how their involvement
complemented their wives involvement in meeting the needs of their child each

of the fathers suggested there were both strengths and limitations in each partner
and most reported that the ways they were involved was based primarily on each

others strengths
phase IV generative and nongenerative outcomes

Z factor

outcomes were not systematically assessed although the narratives have
provided suggestive information regarding such outcomes fathers who became
involved in the lives of their special needs child talked about ways that they had
changed as a result becoming more patient empathic sensitive to others needs
gaining new perspective etc

fathers narrative accounts were rich with descriptions of how their lives
have been positively affected as a result of being involved in their childrens
41

lives fathers stories conveyed experiences of continual growth and change as

they became more aware of their own prejudice put life in perspective became
more submissive and humble relied more on their religious communities and
faith and became more thoughtful patient tender and empathic

the arrows on the framework suggest that this process is not linear

rather

it is a process of fathers repeated construction and reconstruction of meaning

adapting and readapting of behavior and thinking and continually changing
outcomes

the changes fathers

experienced are related to the ongoing telling

and retelling of narratives potentially influencing the demands and resources

present in the fathers construction of meaning

conceptual work is needed to make this framework more inclusive of the
depth and breadth of these fathers experiences it is presented here only as
tentative effort at conceptual illustration of the process of fathers experiences

application
many different types of professionals eg family life educators special
education teachers medical doctors and nurses mental health professionals
interact with families with special needs children

this section will address

implications from this research for such professionals generally as well as make
some specific suggestions for clinicians

general implications

the following suggestions stem from this research
professionals interacting with such families these are
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1

and are meant for
strengthen
support the
strengthensupport

marital unit 2 encourage parenting based on complementarity and

3

focus on

the value and strength of religious beliefs practices and communities

marital relationship
findings from this study are consistent with theory
relations
and research which have shown that strengthening the marital relationship can

positively effect the father child relationship doherty et al 1998

the fathers

interviewed in this study reported that their marital relationship was a helpful
resource in meeting the challenges of a special needs child

this suggests that a

strong marriage can provide a valuable coping resource which may contribute to
the father making meaning based on his strengths and capabilities consistent with
the B and C factors of the GNPF professionals should be mindful of the

value of the martial relationship as a resource when intervening with and
educating such families

relational complementarity
complement complementarity suggests that mothers and
fathers become involved in their childrens lives based on each parents strengths

rather than on traditional gender or social norms in a few cases fathers related
experiences where only they were able to meet a need of their child these were
primarily related to challenges where the fathers physical strength was necessary
to meet the demands of a child A majority of the fathers reported that their

involvement in their childrens lives was based on each spouses strengths
complementing each others
others capabilities

this system of complementarity not

only worked well for meeting the needs of their children but was a potential
source for strengthening the marital and family relationships departure from
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typical malefemale
male female roles with a focus on what strengths spouses have may
stereotypical
stereo
prove beneficial for supporting intervening with and educating such families

religious resources this research confirmed other research that religious
beliefs practices and communities can provide much needed support in stressful
situations pargament 1997

professionals can use this knowledge to help

families consider the potential value of religious beliefs practices and

communities in meeting the needs of a child with special needs professionals

working with such families must consider individual needs and the context of
their challenges to determine which practices may or may not be helpful

clinical implications

although families with special needs children do not constitute a large
part of the clinical population there are definite implications of this research for
clinical practice

the results of this research are consistent with clinical theory

and practice that pathologizing or labeling clients is neither appropriate or
helpful

an effective method of treatment of families relies heavily upon
intervention at the family level families facing challenges with a special needs
child may find already existing patterns of problematic relating exacerbated

many families leam
learn to adapt but still others may find it difficult to meet the
challenges inherent in parenting a child with special needs in such
circumstances marital and family therapy may prove beneficial
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dienhart & dollahite 1997 have integrated concepts from generative
fathering and narrative therapy to suggest that through the identification or

creation of alternative generative narrative accounts fathers may create new
meanings bringing desirable possibilities that are more helpful satisfying and
open ended in their attempts to generatively father a special needs child these
openended
authors also suggest that listening to fathers stories provides an opportunity to
draw out their contributions to the childrens lives and point out their

resourcefulness in meeting the challenges of parenting

the following clinical suggestions

stem from this research generative

focused therapy de shazer 1984 1989 and narrative therapy
fathering solution
solutionfocused

white 1989 concepts and are meant to apply to a more clinical population

1

make construct meaning surrounding the
fathers have control over the way they makeconstruct

childs special need

2 the therapist must engage in a collaborative and

empowering therapeutic relationship to challenge a fathers deficit andor
pathologizing descriptions of himself andor others

3

therapy must focus on the

strengths and capabilities fathers have and explore times when the challenges and

constraints facing the father did not dominate the selfnarrative
self narrative story the father
tells himself and others about his experience and 4 movement towards more
6re
generative behavior depends in part on the fathers are
re storying
story ing his

experience

ie

creating a narrative which emphasizes the fathers past present

and future influence over the course of their lives and challenges
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limitations and future research
micro focus on the
there are several limitations of this research the microfocus

fathers experiences in the family was a limitation

the exclusive

focus on the

father in such circumstances was deemed necessary based on the scant literature

however future research should assess multiple perspectives eg mother
siblings children grandparents to create a more holistic picture of the work of
fathers in such families second the sample used in this study was highly

religious and comprised of men who were probably more likely to be involved in
their childrens lives than the general population of fathers of special needs
children although the method used in this research did not necessitate a
comparison group future research could include a sample of fathers of a lower
SES different ethnic background and from different religions in order to contrast

and compare experiences third although the interview was designed to explore
the challenges and demands of fathers experience more attention could have

been given to the stressors
stress ors difficult adjustments and pain that such families
experience

the questions lacked in soliciting narratives when fathers were not

being involved in their childrens lives or were involved in ways that were not as
generative or helpful for their children future research should investigate when
the father felt he wasnt being the type of father he wanted to be future research
may benefit by grounded theory techniques which examine process over time and

contextual factors of experience because fathers reactions to a special needs
child are mixed future research including studies of factors relating to
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successful adaptation by fathers

bristol & gallagher 1986 is needed to

understand this relationship

though connections made here are preliminary and conceptual in nature
the implications for future research and development of clinical theory are

apparent there is a continuous need for more research focused on fathers in
families from a nondeficit
non deficit doherty 1991
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m
capabilities and strengths paradigm
paradie

appendix A

statement of purpose

the following information is for the interviewer and to explain the
purpose of the project to the fathers
am interviewing fathers for a project conducted by dr david dollahite
provo
young
in
university
ofbrigham
of
utah
brigham
1I

the purpose of this project is to gather experiences

ideas and suggestions
from fathers who have a child or children with a special need this can help us to
a explore how fathers stories of their experiences with a special needs child
learn ways in which fathers
can help other fathers facing similar challenges b leam
are able to connect with and care for their children and c explore how fathers
are able to draw upon resources ie faith religious beliefs and practices family
communities special programs for children with special needs etc to connect
in fathering their child
with and find special meaning M

taped and transcribed rather than paying
audiotaped
the interviews will be audio
you for your participation copies of the audio tape of the interview and a written
transcript will be provided to you along with a disk copy of the transcribed
interview from past experience participants greatly appreciate having a copy on
disk of their interview since they can then make this part of their family history
would like to explain some things about your participation in the project
and then ask you to sign what we call an informed consent formwhich
form which
indicates that you understand the purpose of the project the ways this information
may be used and the ways we will protect your privacy
1I

interviewer then reads the information in the informed consent form has
the father sign and date it and then signs where it says witness
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informed consent form
acknowledge that 1I have had the purposes of this
project explained to me and 1I hereby give my consent to be interviewed for this
research project
1I

understand that the research project 1I am involved in is collecting narrative
accounts stories from fathers to be used to better understand fathering with
children with special needs and to help promote good fathering
1I

understand that my privacy will be protected by the researchers in the following
ways a my name and the name of my family member will never be used when
the experiences 1I share are discussed in written publication based on this research
unless 1I specifically and in writing request that my name and childs name be
used b 1I can request that any story 1I tell be deleted from the written transcript
of the interview
1I

understand that 1I am free to decline to answer any question 1I do not wish to
answer and that at any time 1I wish 1I can end the interview
1I

understand that 1I will be given an audio tape and written transcript and a disk of
the transcribed interview as a form of compensation for my participation in this
project
1I

signed

witness

date
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appendix B
INTERVIEW SCHEDULE

fathering a child with special needs
a few questions
to begin im going to ask you anew
afew

your fathering your
that pertain to yourfathering
child with a special need there are eleven questions with three parts to each
eprom
experiencefrom
specific
efrom
experience
a
ask
experienc
from
first 1I1I will ask a general question next 1I1I will ashfor
for
askfor
your life and lastly 1I1I will ask you a question related to what meaning that
experience might hold in your life today or how you are different because ofyour
of your
experience

what is the name and the age of your child with a special need
the childs

insert

name where appropriate throughout the interview

childs name
AGE
mor
probe mor
questionfor
meaninglinterpretive
meaning interpretive question
probefor
for
for a specific experience and ask meaninginterpretive

each
1

what were some of the initial feelings and thoughts you had when your
learned of
special need

2

what 2 or 3 things have been the most meaningful to you in helping you
to be the father you want to be for

3

what are some of the things that you have done well in your family to
meet

s needs

4

what might be some of the greatest challenges you have faced in being a
father of a child with special needs

5

what has been your experience with the health care system special
education programs support systems and the communities in which you
participate

6

are there specific people you have learned the most from in
iniz
meet
meeting
meetiniz

s needs
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some research shows that
of children with special needs have
fathers oj
thatfathers
other fathers
unique experiences that are differentfrom
from otherfathers
different from mothers or
orfrom
7

in general what are some of the experiences you have had unique to being
a father of a special needs child

8

can you relate a story when only you were able to meet a need for your
child when no one else could

9

are there ways in which how you responded initially to
now approach higher
himher affect other family members in how they first
him
her
responded to and now approach higher
himher

10

are there ways

11

what advise or suggestions would you make to another father who has a

or

in which you believe that fathering a special needs child
has changed you in significant ways

child with a special need

faith in fathering
as king you some questions about your
the last part of our interview we will be asking

and practices as they relate to yourfathering
religious beliefs faith andpractices
your fathering your child
with special needs As before each question will have three parts a general
eor
questionfor
question a question
for a specific experience and an interpretation question or
what meaning that experience holds for you in your life today
12

spiritual religious beliefs influence the way you father your
do your spiritualreligious
children special needs or otherwise

13

if yes

how so

what are some of your deepest and strongest spiritual beliefs relating to
your fatherhood to your children to your family

14

Is there a religious practice or ritual or tradition ordinance ceremony
personal habit worship etc which holds special meaning for you as a
father

15

are there any religious beliefs practices traditions or rituals that have
been burdensome or less than helpful to you as a father of a special needs
child

16

community congregation helped you to meet your
has your religious communitycongregation

childrens needs in what ways
17

can you recall a time when you began to understand you had a special
51

rolecallingresponsibility in the life of your child
18

looking back is there one experience which especially helped you to
commit to be the best father you could be

19

can you share with us a sacred or spiritual experience you have had with
your child

20

for LDS fathers in what ways is the temple and the idea of eternal
families meaningful andor helpful to you as a father
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